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Introduction: LHC and Experiments

LHC ring at CERN: 
27 km circumference 

CMS 

ATLAS 

2 general purpose experiments 
ATLAS and CMS 

2 specialized large experiments 
LHCb and ALICE 

ALICE 
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ATLAS CMS

•31

LHCb ALICE
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Outline of Part 2

•give an overview of the LHC detectors 

➡ inner tracking and as well some words on the muon systems 

•tracking detectors 

➡ discuss constraints, roles and design choices 

•a bit of detector technologies and their applications 

➡ semiconductor trackers 

➡ drift tube detectors
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ATLAS

•from the outside, 
all one sees are 
muon chambers 
➡ tracking of muons in 

toroid field

➡ most particles are absorbed 
in the calorimeters, which 
measure their energy 

➡ not subject of these lectures
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ATLAS

•from the outside, 
all one sees are 
muon chambers 
➡ tracking of muons in 

toroid field

➡ most particles are absorbed 
in the calorimeters, which 
measure their energy 

➡ not subject of these lectures

•let’ have a brief look 
at the muon systems  
➡ ATLAS and CMS
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ATLAS Muon Spectrometer

•a huge system 
➡ 4 different technologies                     

(MDT,CSC,RPC,TGC) 
➡ large area (10.000 m2) 
➡ many channels (1 M) •toroid field configuration 
➡ large magnetic field variations in toroid 
➡ field 4 Tesla near coils •optical alignment system

endcaps

MDT station

B-field

barrel

Imagnet

B

µ
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CMS Muon System

•Muon Drift Tubes 
➡ magnetic field return in iron 

yoke of solenoid 
➡ combine with precise pT 

measurement in Tracker 

•Cathode Strip Chambers  
➡ in the endcaps 

•Resistive Plate Chambers

Imagnet

B

coil

solenoid
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Expected Momentum Resolution

•comparable performance 
➡ CMS benefits from good Inner Tracker resolution 
➡ in ATLAS Muon Spectrometer dominates at high pT 
➡ ATLAS has slightly larger η coverage 
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Figure 1.2: The muon transverse-momentum resolution as a function of the transverse-momentum
(pT ) using the muon system only, the inner tracking only, and both. Left panel: |� | < 0.8, right
panel: 1.2 < |� | < 2.4.

of the ECAL, for incident electrons as measured in a beam test, is shown in figure 1.3; the stochas-
tic (S), noise (N), and constant (C) terms given in the figure are determined by fitting the measured
points to the function
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The ECAL is surrounded by a brass/scintillator sampling hadron calorimeter (HCAL) with cov-
erage up to |� | < 3.0. The scintillation light is converted by wavelength-shifting (WLS) fibres
embedded in the scintillator tiles and channeled to photodetectors via clear fibres. This light is
detected by photodetectors (hybrid photodiodes, or HPDs) that can provide gain and operate in
high axial magnetic fields. This central calorimetry is complemented by a tail-catcher in the bar-
rel region (HO) ensuring that hadronic showers are sampled with nearly 11 hadronic interaction
lengths. Coverage up to a pseudorapidity of 5.0 is provided by an iron/quartz-fibre calorime-
ter. The Cerenkov light emitted in the quartz fibres is detected by photomultipliers. The forward
calorimeters ensure full geometric coverage for the measurement of the transverse energy in the
event. An even higher forward coverage is obtained with additional dedicated calorimeters (CAS-
TOR, ZDC, not shown in figure 1.1) and with the TOTEM [2] tracking detectors. The expected jet
transverse-energy resolution in various pseudorapidity regions is shown in figure 1.4.

The CMS detector is 21.6-m long and has a diameter of 14.6 m. It has a total weight of 12500
t. The ECAL thickness, in radiation lengths, is larger than 25 X0, while the HCAL thickness, in
interaction lengths, varies in the range 7–11 ⇥I (10–15 ⇥I with the HO included), depending on � .
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CMS

•in the following will 
concentrate on the 
central trackers
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Constraints on Tracking Detectors

•high occupancy, high radiation dose, high data rate 
➡ during Run-1/2 we operated with more than 35 interactions per p-p bunch crossing 

• more than a 2000 charged particles in tracker, every 25 ns 
➡ even higher multiplicity in central Pb-Pb collisions 

• with >10000 charged particles in trackers 
➡ design for 1015 neq (neutron equivalent) for innermost layers (10 year lifetime) 

•tension... 
➡ minimise material to optimise tracking performance and to minimise interactions 

before the calorimeter 
➡ increasing sensor granularity to reduce occupancy 

• increase number of electronics channels and heat load 
• more material 

•technology choices 
➡ silicon detectors, usually pixels for vertexing, and strips for tracking  

• good spatial resolution, high granularity, fast signal response 
• thin detector gives a large signal 

➡ can be complemented by gas detectors further away from vertex
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Additional Roles of Tracker at LHC

•tracker also contribute to particle identification (PID) 
➡ use dedicated detectors to distinguish different particle types 

• Transition Radiation detectors also contribute to tracking 
• Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors 
• time of flight 

•match central tracks with muon chamber segments 
➡ muon chamber information improves muon momentum measurement 

•match tracks with showers in the calorimeter 
➡ e.g. identify electron tracks matching electromagnetic showers 

•pileup mitigation and particle flow for jets and missing energy 
➡ with the increase in LHC luminosity the use of tracking to reduce pileup effects and to 

improve jet and missing energy resolution
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Overall Design Choices

•ATLAS and CMS are general purpose detectors  
➡ central tracker covers |η|<2.5 

[ polar angle expressed as pseudorapidity: η = -ln tan (Θ/2) ] 

•ALICE - optimized for heavy ions, high occupancy 
➡ tracker restricted to |η|<0.9, plus forward muon detectors 

•all three are symmetric about the interaction point 
➡ solenoid magnet providing uniform magnetic field parallel to the beam direction 
➡ ATLAS Muon Spectrometer is in field of 3 toroid magnets 

•LHCb - beauty-hadron production in forward direction 
➡ despite the different geometry, design is driven by the same principles to give 

optimal performance 
➡ tracker is not in a magnetic field, tracks are measured before and after a dipole 

magnet
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Overall Design Choices

•layout of the tracking detectors 
➡ follow the typical geometry of fix target and collider experiments

Collider(detectors
� Central(tracker

� Locate(primary(interactions(and(secondary(vertices
� Measure(momentum(of(charged(particles

� Calorimeters
� Fully(absorb(most(particles(and(measure(their(energy

� Muon spectrometer
� Measure(momentum(of(muons which(pass(through(the(calorimeter

Pippa(Wells,(CERN9(May(2011 6
from(M.(HauschildM.Hauschild

ATLAS 
(muon spectrometer)
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S e m i c o n d u c t o r   T r a c k e r s



•schema of a silicon diode (p-n junction) 
➡ doping silicon cristal semiconductor to implant        

excess electrons or "holes"

15Markus Elsing

Semiconductors as Particle Detectors
Si atom with 4 
valence electrons
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Semiconductors as Particle Detectors
Si atom with 4 
valence electrons

excess 
"hole"

acceptor impurity 
examples: B, Al, In 

excess 
electron

donor impurity 
examples:  As, P
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• n doping adds electro-phile atoms
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Semiconductors as Particle Detectors
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➡ both materials together form a diode
• p doping adds electro-phobe atoms
• n doping adds electro-phile atoms

• recombination in junction creates depletion zone, 
acts as potential barrier against doping potential
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Semiconductors as Particle Detectors
Si atom with 4 
valence electrons

excess 
"hole"

acceptor impurity 
examples: B, Al, In 

excess 
electron

donor impurity 
examples:  As, P

! ▬ ▬

▬ ▬

!

!!

p+  hole 
carrier

n – electron 
carrier

non-conducting 
depletion zone 

e acceptor impurity e donor impurity
+–

➡ both materials together form a diode
• p doping adds electro-phobe atoms
• n doping adds electro-phile atoms

• recombination in junction creates depletion zone, 
acts as potential barrier against doping potential

• apply reverse bias voltage to enlarge potential barrier 
in depletion zone, increases its resistance further



•basic schema of a silicon detector 
➡ many reverse biased large diodes on a silicon wafer 

• allows for small structures, typical pitch is 50 μm
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Semiconductors as Particle Detectors

25
0 

µm

50 µm

charged 
particle

E

B

n-bulk

p-doped

n+-doped

readout chip
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0 
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➡ traversing charged particle ionises silicon  
• creates electron-hole pairs, drifting in E-field to 

electrodes leading to measurable signals in diodes
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Semiconductors as Particle Detectors

25
0 

µm

50 µm

charged 
particle

E

B

θL

α

n-bulk

p-doped

n+-doped

➡ traversing charged particle ionises silicon  
• creates electron-hole pairs, drifting in E-field to 

electrodes leading to measurable signals in diodes
• Lorentz angle θL deflection in presence of B-field

ho
le

s→

readout chip

•2 types: silicon strips and pixels 
➡ strip module: 50 μm pitch, wafers with ~6 cm diodes 

• needs 2 modules to measure both coordinates 
➡ pixel module: e.g. 50x400 μm pixel, analog readout 

• clusters measures precisely both coordinates

2 strip modules stereo 
angle pixel module

clusters
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CMS Tracker
•largest silicon tracker ever built 

➡ Pixels: 66M channels, 100x150 μm2 Pixel 
➡ strip detector: ~23m3, 210m2 of Si area,    

10.7M channels

The world largest Silicon Tracker

3

TIB
Inner Barrel
4 layers TID

Inner Disks
3+3 disks

TEC Endcap
9+9 disks

Tracker 
Support 
Tube

TOB
Outer Barrel
6 layers

L~5.4m
∅~2.4m

PXL
Pixel Detector
3 layers, 2+2 disks

Pixel Detector
66M channels

100x150 μm2 pixel
LHC radiation resistant

Si-Strip detector
~23m3; ~200m2 of Si area;

~9x106 channels;
LHC radiation resistant
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Gas Detectors - Drift Tubes
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Classical Gas Detectors - Drift Tubes

•detection technique for charged particles 
➡ used in muon systems and ATLAS TRT

anode wire 
(HV+)

cathode (HV–)

nobel 
gas

TRT:  Kapton tubes,       ∅ =   4 mm 
MDT: Aluminium tubes,  ∅ = 30 mm
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Classical Gas Detectors - Drift Tubes

•detection technique for charged particles 
➡ used in muon systems and ATLAS TRT

charged particle

anode wire 
(HV+)

cathode (HV–)

nobel 
gas

ionised 
electrons 
drifting to wire

ions  
drift to 
cathode

TRT:  Kapton tubes,       ∅ =   4 mm 
MDT: Aluminium tubes,  ∅ = 30 mm

•particles traversing tube ionises the gas 
➡ deposited charge drifts to anode wire in electric (E) field 

• charge amplification in high E-field in vicinity of wire 
leads to large signal pulse 

• Lorentz angle deflection in B-field (not shown)
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Classical Gas Detectors - Drift Tubes

•detection technique for charged particles 
➡ used in muon systems and ATLAS TRT

charged particle

anode wire 
(HV+)

cathode (HV–)

nobel 
gas

ionised 
electrons 
drifting to wire

ions  
drift to 
cathode

drift circle

TRT:  Kapton tubes,       ∅ =   4 mm 
MDT: Aluminium tubes,  ∅ = 30 mm

•particles traversing tube ionises the gas 
➡ deposited charge drifts to anode wire in electric (E) field 

• charge amplification in high E-field in vicinity of wire 
leads to large signal pulse 

• Lorentz angle deflection in B-field (not shown)
➡ measure time of signal pulse to determine drift circle 

• fast signal detection (vD~30 ns/mm) 
• resolution of O(100 μm) on measured radius
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Classical Gas Detectors - Drift Tubes

E
kathode tube

anode wire

•track reconstruction from drift circles 
➡ obtain drift radii from measured times 
➡ combined several measurements to find track 

• resolve left-right ambiguity (dotted line)

•detection technique for charged particles 
➡ used in muon systems and ATLAS TRT

•particles traversing tube ionises the gas 
➡ deposited charge drifts to anode wire in electric (E) field 

• charge amplification in high E-field in vicinity of wire 
leads to large signal pulse 

• Lorentz angle deflection in B-field (not shown)
➡ measure time of signal pulse to determine drift circle 

• fast signal detection (vD~30 ns/mm) 
• resolution of O(100 μm) on measured radius

right side of ambiguity 
has large residual

➡ ATLAS TRT: as well electron identification using transition radiation



➡ e/π separation via transition radiation: polymer (PP) fibers/foils interleaved with drift 
tubes
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Electron Identification in the ATLAS TRT

charged particle

anode wire 
(HV+)

cathode (HV–)

noble 
gas

fibers or foils

ATLAS Inner Tracking System

barrel TRT module

radiator

straws

51 cm

144 cm

TR 
increases 
signal 

transition radiation

➡ electrons radiate → higher signal  
• PID info by counting high-threshold 

hits component precisely

Pr
ob

ab
ili

ty
 to

 e
xc

ee
d 

th
re

sh
ol

d

γ  factor

TRT PID
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ATLAS Inner Detector

•barrel track passes: 
➡ 4(!) Pixel layers 
➡ 4x2 silicon Strips on 

stereo modules 
➡ ~36 TRT 4mm straws

• expanded view of barrel 
➡ including Run-2 upgrade IBL

ATLAS upgrade 
Insertable B-Layer

BARREL VIEW
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Gas Detectors - Time Projection Chamber



•TPC developed by D. Nygren in the 70’s 
➡ long drift times (≈ 40 µs), thus rate limitations and very good gas quality required 
➡ ALICE design data taking rate 1 kHz in pp, few 100 Hz in Pb Pb

E E 
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Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

a vessel filled with ionisable gas 

E-field parallel to B-field to drift charge 
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Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

a vessel filled with ionisable gas 

E-field parallel to B-field to drift charge 

charged particle ionises the gas 

charge drifts to the readout chambers 

reconstruct 3D trajectory from:  
x,y ~ from readout segmentation 
z    ~ from drift time  
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ALICE TPC
➡ most challenging TPC ever build 
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ALICE Tracking
➡ Time Projection Chamber 

• large volume gas detector  
with central electrode 

• MWPC with cathode pad  
readout in end plates 

• good two-track resolution 
• low material budget 

➡ ITS: 6 layers, 3 technologies 
• 2 Pixel layers  
• 2 with silicon drift detectors 
• 2 double sided strip layers ➡ Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) 

• electron ID and improves momentum resolution 
• outer radius 3.7m 

➡ installed in L3 (barrel) magnet 
• lower B-field (0.5 T) , larger R 

➡ as well, forward muon spectrometer tracking 
chambers and dipole magnet

Inner Tracking System
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Comparison of Run-1 Barrel Tracker Layouts

•LHCb is a spectrometer designed for B-physics 
➡ pT resolution is 0.35% at 1 GeV, 0.55% at 100 GeV for good mass resolution

P.Wells

Comparison*of*(barrel)*tracker*layouts

ALICE ATLAS CMS
R"inner 3.9"cm 5.0"cm 4.4"cm

R"outer 3.7"m 1.1"m 1.1"m

Length 5"m 5.4"m 5.8"m

|�|"range 0.9 2.5 2.5

B"field 0.5"T 2"T 4"T

Total X0 near"�=0 0.08 (ITS)

+"0.035"(TPC)

+"0.234"(TRD)

0.3 0.4

Power 6"kW"(ITS) 70"kW 60"kW

r� resolution"near"outer"
radius

~"800"�m"TPC
~ 500"�m"TRD

130"�m"per"
TRT"straw

35"�m"per"
strip"layer

pT resolution"at"1GeV"

and"at"""""""""""100"GeV

0.7%

3%"(in"pp)

1.3%

3.8%

0.7%

1.5%

Pippa"Wells,"CERN9"May"2011 40

P.Wells *
*no IBL
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The%LHCb VELO:%forward%
geometry%strip%detector%
with%42%stations%along,%
inner%radius%of%7%mm.

Moves%close%to%beam%
when%conditions%are%
stable.

ALICE ATLAS CMS
Radii%(mm) 39%� 76 50.5%� 88.5%� 122.5 44%� 73%� 102

Pixel%size%r� x%z (�m2) 50%x%425 40%x%400 100%x%150

Thickness%(�m) 200 250 285

Resolution%r� / z#(�m) 12%/%100 10%/%115 ~15W20

Channels%(million) 9.8 80.4 66

Area%(m2) 0.2 1.8 1
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Summary of Run-1 Pixel Barrel Layouts

•LHCb VELO 
➡ forward geometry strip detector with 

42 stations along, inner radius of 7 mm 
➡ moves close to beam when LHC 

conditions are stable

  

example: LHCb silicon strip detector

� 21 tracking layers
� R-phi geometry: some planes measure 

distance to beam pipe, others measure 
angle phi

~1m

Interaction 
region

Downstre
am

P.Wells

*no IBL

*

50
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Summary of Run-1 Pixel Barrel Layouts

•LHCb VELO 
➡ forward geometry strip detector with 

42 stations along, inner radius of 7 mm 
➡ moves close to beam when LHC 

conditions are stable

  

example: LHCb silicon strip detector

� 21 tracking layers
� R-phi geometry: some planes measure 

distance to beam pipe, others measure 
angle phi

~1m
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LHCb Tracking

VELO

Trigger
Tracker

(TT)

4 Tesla
Dipole

3 tracking
stations
(IT+OT)

VELO: rϕ Si strips 

TT and IT: Si μ strips 

OT: Kapton/Al straws

TT

IT
OTexpected OT

occupancy
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Let’s Summarise

•discussed physics of particles in material 

•in this lecture I discussed tracking detectors 

➡ main design choices and constraints 

➡ silicon and drift tube detectors 

➡ LHC tracking detector layouts 

•next I will discuss track reconstruction 


